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Trends in molecular design strategies for ambient
stable n-channel organic field effect transistors
Joydeep Dhar, a Ulrike Salzner b and Satish Patil *a
In recent years, organic semiconducting materials have enabled technological innovation in the field of
flexible electronics. Substantial optimization and development of new p-conjugated materials has
resulted in the demonstration of several practical devices, particularly in displays and photoreceptors.
However, applications of organic semiconductors in bipolar junction devices, e.g. rectifiers and inverters,
are limited due to an imbalance in charge transport. The performance of p-channel organic
semiconducting materials exceeds that of electron transport. In addition, electron transport in p-conjugated
materials exhibits poorer atmospheric stability and dispersive transient photocurrents due to extrinsic carrier
trapping. Thus development of air stable n-channel conjugated materials is required. New classes of materials
with delocalized n-doped states are under development, aiming at improvement of the electron transport
properties of organic semiconductors. In this review, we highlight the basic tenets related to the stability
of n-channel organic semiconductors, primarily focusing on the thermodynamic stability of anions and
summarizing the recent progress in the development of air stable electron transporting organic
semiconductors. Molecular design strategies are analysed with theoretical investigations.
1. Introduction
The last few decades have witnessed enormous progress
towards realization of printed organic electronics. Research on
conjugated p-systems intensified with the discovery of the sharp
increase in the electrical conductivity of polyacetylene after
exposing it to vapours of chlorine, bromine or iodine. Alan
J. Heeger, Alan G. MacDiarmid, and Hideki Shirakawa were
awarded the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 2000 for the discovery
and development of conductive polymers.1,2 Rapid progress in
materials design and synthesis concomitant with a continuous
increase in fundamental understanding has established the
field of organic electronics. Commercialization of organic
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semiconductors (OSCs) began with their utilization as photocon-
ductors in copiers and laser printers, in organic light emitting
diodes (OLEDs), and as antistatic coatings.3–6 The demand for
developing efficient p-conjugated organic molecules has increased
manifold, especially because of their ability to coat most substrates
with high mechanical robustness, maintaining their rheological
properties.7–10 Therefore emphasis lies on inexpensive synthetic
procedures and improved solution processability. The ultimate goal
is the fabrication of large area roll-to-roll (R2R) printable electro-
nic devices in a cost-effective manner as an alternative to
conventional silicon-based technologies.11–14
Organic field effect transistors (OFETs) are versatile devices for a
variety of applications including radio-frequency identification tags
(RFIDs), flexible active-matrix displays, electronic paper, electronic
skin, and sensors.10,15–19 Moreover, OFETs constitute important
parts of integrated circuits (ICs) which are the backbone of modern
electronic circuitry.20 Since the first demonstration of an OFET in
1986,21 the transport properties of a plethora of OSCs were
measured in OFET devices and their applicability in electronic
devices was demonstrated.20,22–25 The performance of organic
semiconductors in OFETs has improved steadily over the last
decade. Charge carrier mobility (m), defined as the drift velocity
under unit potential gradient, is the most important parameter to
fabricate high performance OFET devices.
Depending on the nature of the charge carriers, OSCs can be
divided into two categories, p-channel (hole transporting) and
n-channel (electron transporting). Recently, the hole mobilities
of organic thin film transistors have improved dramatically and
now exceed those of thin-film amorphous silicon devices.26–31
However, the steady and fast improvement in p-channel mobility
has outperformed n-channel mobility, especially in terms of
device stability.32 The imbalance between hole and electron
mobility severely limits the applicability of OSCs in bipolar
electronic devices such as low power complementary ICs,
inverters, and OPVs for which balanced p- and n-channel charge
carrier mobilities are a primary requisite. As there is no principal
physical difference between electron and hole transport,33 the
observed lower n-channel mobilities are most likely due to higher
barriers to charge injection, lower stability of the reduced state
compared to the oxidized state, the presence of electron traps
created by oxygen and water molecules,33–36 and intrinsic charge
carrier trapping caused by localization in the conduction band.
Conjugated polymers have the potential to conduct electrons
and holes much better than small molecules because mobility
along the conjugated chain can be very high. The on chain
mobilities of holes were shown to reach 600 cm2 V1 s1 in long,
planar ladder-type oligomers.37 However, in terms of long range
transport, small molecules outperform polymers because of
their better crystallinity and more suitable morphology. The
mobilities of holes in ultrapure naphthalene crystals were
shown to be as high as 400 cm2 V1 s1 being limited only by
experimental restrictions.38 The electron mobilities in perylene
crystals are lower but reach 100 cm2 V1 s1.38 Unfortunately,
morphology is a crucial issue that can cause orders of magnitude
changes in mobility in devices made of the same material
depending on the processing conditions.39
Realistic modeling of long-range transport through organic
materials is extremely complicated, as it requires accurate
calculation of intramolecular and intermolecular coupling and
must take structural and dynamical disorder into account.34,40–52
Theoretically predicted electron mobilities of idealized materials
without disorder are therefore upper bounds for the highest possible
mobility and should not be expected to reproduce experimental
values. Intramolecular transport through a long, p-conjugated
system is coherent band-like as confirmed by increasing conductivity
with decreasing temperature.37 Transport through ultrapure single
crystals was likewise shown to be coherent band-like.38
The instability of n-channel charge carriers in air poses a
serious bottleneck in using OSCs under ambient conditions.53 In
recent years, a lot of attention has been focused on developing
n-channel and ambipolar OSCs with new design principles
utilizing the basic understanding of electron transport and electro-
chemical stability criteria.54 Hence, optimizing the n-channel
transport requires insights into intrinsic transport properties
combined with experimental optimization. Therefore, we are
reviewing experiment and theory side by side and compare
theoretical and experimental studies where available. Our analysis
reveals the strength and limitations of theoretical predictions and
we demonstrate that the predictive power of relatively simple
theoretical approaches is remarkable. The focus is on n-channel
molecular materials with superior charge transport properties
which are stable under ambient conditions. Furthermore, we
highlight synthetic strategies adopted to enhance the air stability
of n-channel transistors.
2. Basic principles for observing
n-channel mobility in OSCs
Friend and co-workers demonstrated by using trap-free dielectrics
that, in principle, p-conjugated materials are capable of transporting
both holes and electrons, but only under inert testing conditions.36
Besides trap states, other intrinsic and extrinsic factors such as
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oxidation by oxygen from air or by water molecules55 are responsible
for diminishing n-channel mobilities.53 In contrast, p-channel
materials are less susceptible to oxidation and proved to be robust
under ambient conditions. The steady improvement of the hole
mobility of p-conjugated organic materials is primarily due to
stabilization of polarons in electron-rich backbones. Ionization
energies (IEs) that are close to the work functions of commonly
used air-stable metals such as Au, Ag, and Pt facilitate hole injection
with a minimum energy barrier. In contrast, electron injection from
Au or Ag electrodes into the LUMO is energetically unfavorable due
to the energy mismatch between the metal work function and
electron affinity (EA) of OSCs. Low work function metals, such as
Mg, Ca, or Al, cannot be used as they are notoriously sensitive
towards air oxidation and react with the semiconductors.56
Moreover, oxidation of OSC anions in the presence of water
and oxygen poses a major hurdle to develop air-stable n-channel
materials for OFETs.55 The anion formed after electron injection
in the semiconducting channel of OFETs is readily oxidized by
moisture or oxygen as shown below in eqn (1).
O2 þ 2H2Oþ 4OSC
OSC¼organic semiconductor
 ! 4OSCþ 4OH
OSC¼molecular anion
: (1)
Hydroxide ion also act as trapping centres limiting the n-channel
performance. The majority of n-channel semiconductors operate
only under an inert atmosphere, with decreasing performance
under ambient conditions. It has been demonstrated that
n-channel transport can be regained under inert conditions.57
This proves that the difficulty in developing n-channel semi-
conductors lies in the inherent reactivity of the anions and not
in the chemical instability of the semiconductors in their
neutral forms. Hence, one of the design principles for making
robust n-channel semiconductors relies upon preventing
oxygen or moisture from penetrating into the molecular
backbone. Typically, in recent years new molecular design
strategies have been followed to optimize thermodynamic
and kinetic factors related to stability issues with the anions
of OSCs.
To ensure thermodynamic stability of a molecular anion,
the EA of the neutral material has to be above 4 eV.55,58 The
EA and reduction potential can be correlated according to
eqn (2) and (3).
2H2O + 2e
 - H2 + 2OH
 E1 = 0.658 V (vs. SCE), (2)
O2 + 4H
+ + 4e - 2H2O E1 = +0.571 V (vs. SCE). (3)
If the reduction potential is Z0.658 V (vs. SCE) or the EA
of the neutral species is above 3.84 eV, the anion is thermo-
dynamically stable against oxidation by moisture. To prevent
oxidation of an anion by O2, its reduction potential must be
higher than +0.571 (vs. SCE). There are electron deficient
organic materials whose reduction potentials exceed 0.658 V
(vs. SCE) but organic semiconductors with reduction potentials
greater than +0.571 V (vs. SCE) are extremely rare and hence, all
molecular anions are thermodynamically unstable toward air
oxidation. Nevertheless, experimental evidence suggests that
there exists an over potential (activation energy barrier) for the
oxidation by O2 of 0.9–1.0 V which brings the stability window
near EAs of 4.0 to 4.1 eV. Hence, increasing EAs by judicious
material design to around 4.0 eV is a promising and feasible
solution for developing an air stable n-channel and in turn
ambipolar materials for OFET applications. Chao and co-workers
have determined the minimum value of EA to be 2.8 eV to achieve
ambient-stable n-channel operation from theoretical calculations
on a large number of organic semiconductors.59 Therefore,
inclusion of strong electron withdrawing groups to enhance the
EA is a simple but effective approach to develop ambient stable
n-channel organic semiconductors. The EAs should not be too
large, however, as organic molecules with EAs above 4.5 eV are
prone to unintentional n-doping, leading to loss of semiconducting
properties. Although the EA is the parameter that indicates the
propensity of a molecule to get reduced, it is common practice to
correlate the thermodynamic stability of anions with the LUMO
energy levels of the corresponding neutral species.60 Thus,
throughout the manuscript the LUMO level is also considered
as a parameter for material stability for observing n-channel
operation.
Besides thermodynamic considerations, various kinetic
parameters are important for achieving ambient stability of
n-channel operation. There are a number of examples where
kinetic factors related to the different device elements become
important for improving open air electron transport properties.
These factors do not influence the stability of the molecular
anion, but minimize the interaction between atmospheric
oxidants and the additional electrons in the reduced state of
the organic semiconductor. Un et al. have demonstrated that
the chemical stability of dielectrics in FET devices is as important
as the electrochemical stability of the semiconductors.61 The
active hydrogen at the surface of dielectrics such as SiO2 creates
electron trapping centres by reacting with OH generated
according to eqn (2). Therefore passivation of the dielectric
with silane derivatives, e.g. OTS, OTMS, and HMDS, reduces the
number of trapping sites at the SiO2/semiconductor interface
and enhances n-channel performance.62,63 These materials
render the SiO2 layer hydrophobic by reacting with the silanol
groups (SiOH) present at the surface. Dielectric surface modifiers
decrease the surface energy and increase the smoothness of the
surfaces which improves the crystallinity of the deposited thin
films, increases the grain-sizes, and concomitantly reduces the
number of grain boundaries.64 Organic thiol based self-
assembled monolayers (SAMs) can be deposited on the electrodes
to reduce contact resistance and to facilitate electron injection.65
The observed performance improvements were attributed to the
formation of interfacial dipoles which align to form a favourable
energy band structure, enhancing electron injection and effectively
blocking the counter ions. As electron mobilities vary for the same
OSCs with different dielectric materials, proper selection of the
dielectric is critical for fabricating air stable n-channel OFET
devices.62,66,67 This might be due to energetic disorder at the
dielectric/semiconductor interface induced by dipolar disorder
in the dielectric layer, which increases with increasing dielectric
constant, k.68 The dielectric constant of the material should,
however, be high enough for providing sufficient charge carrier
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concentration in the OFET channel. SiO2 (k = 3.9) is a common
choice of dielectric in OFETs, but it is unsuitable for n-type
charge transport without surface treatment because hydroxyl
groups at the SiO2 surface act as electron trapping centres as
mentioned before. Hence, different hydrophobic organic dielectrics
such as CYTOP, BCB, PS, and PMMA are used frequently when
ambient stable n-channel transport is expected.14
The n-type charge carrier mobility of an OSC and its ambient
stability also depends upon device fabrication procedures; the
way the semiconductor is deposited and processed, and the
device geometry which is adopted.69 There are several reports
which corroborate the influence of thin film morphology on
the charge transport properties in OSCs.70,71 Not only device
performance but also stability is directly related to the thin film
morphology. Wen et al. studied the effect of film growth rate on
morphology.72 Superior charge carrier mobilities are observed
for thin film devices with larger grains, obtained with slow
growth rates. Effects on stability are more complicated as varying
growth rates during film formation may lead to films with better
air stability. This can be explained by the fact that physisorption
of moisture or oxygen occurs at grain boundaries.62,73 If the
grain boundaries reach deep into the material, moisture or
oxygen can penetrate into the semiconductor and reach the
semiconductor–dielectric interface acting as electron-trapping
centres. Varying the growth rate allows larger molecules to fill
the gaps of the layer below, reducing the number of grain
boundaries. In another study, Weitz and co-workers observed
differences in charge carrier mobilities and stability between
single-crystalline ribbons and polycrystalline thin films.70 Single-
crystalline ribbons show higher electron mobility and better
atmospheric stability than vacuum deposited thin films because
they have fewer grain boundaries. Therefore, control over thin
film morphology improves the device performance as poor
morphology causes mobility below its intrinsic value. Thermal
annealing of the OSCs is a common procedure for improving the
molecular packing, planarity, order, and crystallinity of thin
films.74,75 Most OSCs reach their best mobility values only after
annealing at an optimal temperature. Thin film annealing
procedures and associated electrical performance of an OSC
were correlated by Kim et al.76 Furthermore, removing the
residues of a polar solvent with heat treatment assists in achieving
higher electron mobilities.77 Thin film morphology is also
dependent on the method of film preparation. Deposition
techniques, such as drop-casting, spin-coating, ink jet printing,
thermal evaporation, and solution shearing, are applied to
prepare high quality thin films with precise control over film
thickness.78,79 In thermally evaporated thin film devices, variation
in deposition pressure changes the thin film morphology
significantly.80 Bao and coworkers investigated the charge
transport properties of some molecular OSCs and found that
thin films prepared by solvent-shearing have improved
orientation of the molecules with short interplanar distances,
resulting in higher n-type mobilities compared to devices
fabricated using drop-casting or spin-coating.81–83 The influence
of device geometry on the type and amplitude of charge carrier
mobilities and especially the stability of the n-channel transport
were reported by several research groups.84 Better performance
of top-gated devices is frequently observed and rationalized by
easier injection of charges from the source-drain electrodes as
the larger active electrode area reduces contact resistance.85,86
Top-gate OFET devices have also better stability under ambient
conditions because the active layer is sandwiched in between
the substrate and dielectric layers, preventing direct air exposure
of the OSC.14
Apart from device parameters, the stability of the molecular
anions can also be enhanced by hindering the ingress of oxygen
and moisture into the molecular backbone with rational molecular
design. This is achieved by functionalizing the p-conjugated
aromatic backbone with halogen atoms, mainly fluorine, to
create a kinetic barrier.87 Fluorination also increases the hydro-
phobicity of organic materials. Since fluorine is very small and
leads to strong hydrogen bridging, substitution with fluorine
may additionally improve the structural features and strengthen
the molecular organization. A compact molecular arrangement
enhances electron transport by increasing charge transfer integrals.
Fig. 1 depicts the effect of thermodynamic and kinetic control in
achieving the air-stable n-channel OFET which will be highlighted
with a few examples of efficient molecular n-channel semi-
conductors in the following sections.
3. Theoretical methods for
investigating electron transport
The ultimate goal of theory in the field of organic electronics is
to predict device performance from the material structure.88
Fig. 1 The origin of air-stable n-channel operation has been shown pictorially from the viewpoint of thermodynamic and kinetic parameters (adapted
from ref. 59).
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This goal has not been achieved yet because apart from
computing the intrinsic electronic properties of the material
this requires predicting the crystal structures,89,90 accounting
for anisotropy,91 including molecular vibrations,92 and correctly
assessing the amount of structural and dynamic disorder. Research
on disorder is picking up momentum93–97 but the majority of
studies are concerned with the intrinsic electronic properties98–102
of idealized materials.
Coherent transport in highly ordered materials can be calculated
by applying the Landauer formula103 or various other flavors of
scattering theory.92,104,105 With increasing temperature, dynamic
fluctuations rather than impurities induce localization.42,106
Conductivity then increases with increasing temperature
because hopping transport is temperature activated. In the high
temperature regime, when localization is significant compared
to electronic coupling, polaron (Marcus–Holstein) models107–109
are applicable. Key parameters for Marcus theory are reorganization
energies (l) and charge transfer integrals (t) which measure the
strength of the interaction of neighbouring molecules. Mobility
further depends on the temperature (T) and travelling distance (r)
of the charge carrier.34 Hopping models do not apply, however,
when the charge transfer integrals are greater than half of l.43
Already close to but especially beyond this limit, Marcus theory
greatly exaggerates mobility values. Using realistic values of
T and r and varying t shows that mobilities in one direction
should not exceed B1 cm2 V1 s1 for hopping models to be
valid (Fig. 2). The validity of the hopping approach has to be
evaluated carefully43,45,110 also because grain boundaries may
lead to apparent temperature activated transport even if trans-
port is band-like within the grains.111
Crucial intrinsic material properties that facilitate electron
conductivity in organic materials apart from stability of the
reduced state are: extent of the p-conjugation in the anionic
state which requires planarity, strong interactions within and
between oligomers; small l upon reduction; and suitable
energy levels relative to those of the source and drain electrodes
to facilitate efficient charge injection. These parameters can be
determined reliably using density functional theory (DFT).
Despite all the progress using DFT, there is no single density
functional that works for all properties and systems.112–118
There is not much difference between the predictions with
different correlation functionals as the most important para-
meter for determining the properties of conjugated systems is
the amount of Hartree–Fock (HF) exchange. Increasing the
amount of HF-exchange decreases defect sizes, increases spin-
contamination,119 increases l,99 and increases t.120 Because of
the variety of polaron sizes from different theoretical methods
and the strong influence of disorder in experiments, the exact
polaron size remains a long standing problem in organic
electronics research. The reorganization energy for electron
transport (l) is the difference between adiabatic and vertical
electron affinities of the neutral species plus the difference
between vertical and adiabatic ionization energies of the anion.
Fine tuning of the amount of HF-exchange required to reproduce
experimental l-values leads to values between 23.99 and 36.39%
depending on the functional employed.121 t can be assessed using
several methods, e.g. the energy-splitting-in-dimer approach,34 site
energy correction,122 and the direct coupling method.123 The
simplest of the three, the energy-splitting-in-dimer method,
however, tends to underestimate t.124 As mobilities increase
with increasing t and decreasing l while both increase with
HF-exchange, it is possible to manipulate the predicted mobilities
by calculating l and t with different density functionals.99
However, as the measured mobilities differ by orders of magnitude
depending on the processing conditions,39 forcing agreement
between theory and experiment leads to little insight.
Therefore, DFT methods are extremely useful for predicting
trends between systems but are problematic for absolute numbers.
As trends are reproduced reasonably well with most functionals,
the choice of the density functional is not crucial for general
assessments. The common practice to use (incorrect) B3LYP
orbital energies as IEs, EAs, and redox potentials, and to predict
optical gaps from orbital energies can be justified as trends in
these properties are reproduced fairly well. The use of Marcus
theory in transport calculations must be viewed with a grain of
sand as the high measured mobility values of ultrapure crystals
indicate that intrinsic transport in these systems is coherent.
4. Representative examples of
n-channel molecular semiconductors
In the early nineties, n-channel charge transport was observed
for the first time in small molecules based on metal phthalo-
cyanines.125 In 1996, Horowitz and co-workers measured
n-channel mobility of the order 105 cm2 V1 s1 for perylene
diimide based OSCs.126 Tetracarboxylic diimides were recognized
as prototypical, because they fulfil the primary requirements for
electron transport with high environmental stability because of
their large EAs and strong intermolecular p–p interactions.126–130
Among the diimide derivatives, perylenetetracarboxylic diimide
(PDI) and naphthalenetetracarboxylic diimide (NDI) seem to
be the most suitable for electron transporting OSCs.129,131–135
Meanwhile, additional strategies were adopted following basic
Fig. 2 Single path mobilities predicted using Marcus theory. The curves
end at l = 2t, the limit for Marcus theory to be applicable.
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tenets for electron injection, stabilization and transportation
through the molecular backbone of p-conjugated OSCs.34,136 In
the next section, we will illustrate the continuing effort devoted
to developing environmentally stable n-channel molecular
materials based on electron withdrawing imide, cyano, carbonyl,
and halogen substituted small molecule semiconductors.
4.1 Diimide derivatives
Diimide derivatives show stable n-channel characteristics as
they possess relatively high EAs due to the strong electron
withdrawing effect of the imide moiety. The disadvantages of
unsubstituted diimide molecules are that they are sparingly
soluble and their LUMOs lie at only around 3.6 eV.137 Therefore,
further functionalization is necessary to lower the LUMOs into the
thermodynamic stability region and to increase their solubilities. A
common practice is to functionalize at the N-atoms to improve the
solubility and to induce lamellar packing and/or at the core position
to extend the p-conjugation. Enhancing molecular packing improves
the charge transport properties of NDI and PDI derivatives. Examples
of N- and core-substituted NDI derivatives of naphthalenetetra-
carboxylic dianhydride are shown in Fig. 3. These high mobility
NDI derivatives are highlighted to illustrate the influence of
substituents on lowering the LUMO energy.
The NDI based molecule 1a with n-hexyl substituents at the
N-atoms exhibits an n-channel FET mobility of 0.7 cm2 V1 s1
and a current on/off ratio of 6  106 under argon (Ar) atmo-
sphere (Table 1).138 As compared to linear n-hexyl chains,
cyclohexyl substituents dramatically increase the thin film
electron mobility from 0.70 (1a) to 6.2 cm2 V1 s1 (1b) under
argon (Ar) due to improved intermolecular p–p stacking
interactions.138 The shortest p–p stacking distance for 1b is
3.34 Å whereas large p–p distances of 4.9 Å were determined for
1a using single crystal X-ray diffraction. For 1b, powder X-ray
diffraction patterns of thermally evaporated thin films indicate
a similar packing arrangement to that of single crystals grown
using the train sublimation technique. This explains the large
differences in n-channel mobility between the two NDI derivatives
1a and 1b with different N-alkyl substituents. The thin film
mobility of 1b was further improved to 7.5 cm2 V1 s1 after
equilibrating under Ar for 30 min at low humidity. A slightly
reduced mobility of 5.5 cm2 V1 s1 was recorded in humid air.
The n-channel mobility decreased to 0.41 cm2 V1 s1 at higher
humidity (60%) in the presence of oxygen. To improve the
electron mobility and air stability of NDI derivatives, kinetic
effects of N-fluoroalkyl or fluorophenyl substituents are utilized.
Fluoroalkyl substituted 1c shows an n-channel mobility of
0.34 cm2 V1 s1 when tested in N2 and 0.27 cm
2 V1 s1 in
air.139 Single crystal OFET devices based on 1c exhibit improvement
in charge carrier mobility to 0.7 cm2 V1 s1 under vacuum.140
Enhanced ambient stability was proved with n-channel mobilities of
0.7 cm2 V1 s1 of NDI derivative 1d which is substituted with
longer N,N0-fluoroalkyl chains.141 Two NDI derivatives, 1e with a
single trifluoromethyl substituent at the 4 position of the benzyl
group and 1f with two trifluoromethyl groups at the 3 and
5 positions, show similar electron mobilities with air stability,
though 1e packs in a herringbone fashion while 1f has NDI
cores that are oriented parallel.135,142 In air, both compounds
exhibit n-channel mobilities of 0.12 cm2 V1 s1 and a high
current on/off ratio of 106–107 on octadecyltrimethoxysilane (OTMS)
treated Si/SiO2 substrates in bottom-gate top-contact devices. For 1f,
the mobility marginally improves to 0.15 cm2 V1 s1 when the SiO2
substrate is treated with perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane (PFOS).
Changing the N-substituent from benzyl in 1f to phenyl in 1g,
slightly enhances the electron mobility.143 The best value of
0.24 cm2 V1 s1 was measured for compound 1g under a
nitrogen atmosphere. Like 1f, compound 1g is stable in air.
During 42 days of storage in air, the mobility reduces to 0.13
from 0.15 cm2 V1 s1 under nitrogen. Meng and co-workers
have replaced p-CF3 in 1e with a trifluoromethoxy (OCF3) group,
since OCF3 is a stronger electron-withdrawing and p-donating
Fig. 3 Synthesis of differently substituted NDI derivatives. The influence of N- and core substituents on LUMO energy and electron mobility is
demonstrated.
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Table 1 Representative examples of n-channel NDI derivatives and the corresponding device parameters




(cm2 V1 s1) Ion/off Device structures Ref.
1a C6H13 H H 3.85 0.7 (Ar) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTMS 138
1b H H 3.85 6.2 (Ar, 22% RH)
0.41 (O2, 60% RH)
108
106
BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 138
1c CH2C3F7 H H 4.01 0.34 (N2) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 139
4.02 0.27 (air) 106
0.7 (sc) BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 140
1d C3H6C8F17 H H 3.71 0.7 (air) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 141
1e H H 0.12 (air) BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTMS 135
1f H H 0.15 (air) 107 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; PFOS 142




BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 143
1h H H 4.22 0.7 (air) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 144
1i H H 4.03 0.17 (air) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 145
1j H H 0.57 (air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 142




BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; PaMS
BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS
146
1l CH2C3F7 Cl H 4.01 4.26 (vacuum) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTES 148
8.6 (sc, air) 107 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTES 147 and
149
0.91 (air) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2 139
1m CH2C4F9 Cl H 4.01 1.26 (N2) 107 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 139
1.43 (air) 107
1n C8H17 CN H 4.5 0.11 (air) 103 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 58
1o C8H17 3.79 0.35 (vacuum)
0.1 (air)
BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; HMDS 151
R1 = R2 p1 = p2
10a 4.36 1.2 (air) 107 BGBC; Au; Si/SiO2; PFBT 152
10b 4.3 3.5 (air) 107 BGBC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 84
10c C8H17 4.1 0.73 (air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; ODTS 153
10d C8H17 4.1 0.025 (air) 104 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; ODTS 153
10e 4.35 0.17 (air) 106 BGBC; Au; Si/SiO2; PFTP 154
R1 R2 p1 = p2
10f 4.32 0.7 (air) 107 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 155
10g C6H13 4.72 0.96 (air) 107 TGBC; Au; Si/SiO2/CYTOP 156
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substituent than the CF3 unit.
144 This results in improvement in
open air n-type mobility from 0.12 to 0.7 cm2 V1 s1 for
compound 1h. Interestingly, the (trifluoromethoxy)phenyl
(C6H5OCF3) substituted NDI derivative shows non-detectable
n-channel activity, though it has a similar LUMO position to
that of 1h. Higher t value for the LUMO level with well-defined
thin film morphology having larger grains (B2 mm) and
enhanced crystallinity is believed to be responsible for better
electron transport of 1h. With the aim of improving the ambient
stability further, a trifluoromethanesulfenyl (SCF3) group in
place of OCF3 was incorporated leading to the new n-type molecular
semiconductor 1i with enhanced lipophilic properties.145 In a
comparative study, it was shown that 1i has improved open air
device stability compared to 1e and 1h, but that n-channel
mobility decreased to 0.17 cm2 V1 s1. Since 1h and 1i have
similar crystal packing with comparable t values for the LUMOs,
the drop in efficacy of n-channel operation for 1i was rationalized by
poorer thin film crystallinity and discontinuous film morphology.
Replacing the p-CF3 substituent on the N,N0-benzyl groups of 1e
with n-CH2CH2C8F17 in 1j enhances the open air mobility from
0.12 to 0.57 cm2 V1 s1.142 The efficient charge transport
properties of 1j were attributed to its superior molecular ordering
in the thin film. Similarly, perfluorophenyl substituted NDI
derivative 1k exhibits significantly higher mobilities of 0.87 and
0.31 cm2 V1 s1 under vacuum and in air, respectively, along
with a high current on/off ratio of 107, corroborating that n-type
mobility is influenced simultaneously by thermodynamic and
kinetic factors.146
Substitution of the NDI core with halogen atoms yields NDI
derivatives with low LUMO levels. Dichlorinated NDI based
molecular semiconductors 1l and 1m with different fluoroalkyl
chains show identical LUMO energy levels of 4.01 eV.139,147
Compound 1l exhibits electron mobilities of 0.86 and
0.91 cm2 V1 s1 and high current on/off ratios of the order
105–106 in N2 and air, indicating its excellent ambient device
stability.139 An excellent mobility of 4.26 cm2 V1 s1 was
observed for 1l thin film FET devices deposited using the
solvent shearing method under bias stress applied for one
thousand cycles.148 In air, a superior charge carrier mobility
of 8.6 cm2 V1 s1 is obtained when micro ribbon shaped single
crystal FET devices are fabricated from 1l.147,149 The mobility
reduces by 13% (7.5 cm2 V1 s1) when the device is stored in
air for 82 days. A very high electron mobility for 1l was afforded
because the c-axis, which is the crystal growth as well as the
p-stacking direction, coincides with the transport direction. Low
LUMO level and dense molecular packing (r = 2.046 g cm3) due
to close p–p and fluoroalkyl chain stacking render an ideal
combination of thermodynamic and kinetic stability of the
molecular anion against environmental oxidation. An interesting
observation reported for compound 1l by the same research
group is that the electron mobility and air stability vary between
a and b-phases. In both phases, the crystal growth direction is the
same, but due to lower electronic coupling in the b-phase, a lower
mobility of 3.5 cm2 V1 s1 compared to 8.6 cm2 V1 s1 in the
a-phase is observed. Nonetheless, the b-phase shows better
ambient stability (5% degradation after 3 months) than the
a-phase. A single crystal packing diagram and device stability in
the a-and b-phases are shown in Fig. 4.
Compound 1m shows excellent thin film transistor (TFT)
device stability with an electron mobility of 1.43 cm2 V1 s1 in
air and a slightly reduced mobility of 1.26 cm2 V1 s1 in N2.
139
Both 1l and 1m retained 80% of their device mobility while
stored for three months under ambient conditions. These
dichloro substituted NDIs exhibit high field-effect mobilities due
to very short p–p stacking distances of 3.3–3.4 Å, large p-stack overlap
and high density in the crystalline state (2.046–2.091 g cm3).
Core fluorination or bromination does not lower the LUMO
energy level as significantly as cyanation. The LUMO level of
NDI derivative 1n is lowered to 4.5 eV by introducing two
cyano groups at the core of the NDI molecule.58,150 A highly
ambient stable TFT mobility of 0.11 cm2 V1 s1 with a
relatively low current on/off ratio of 103 was obtained from
1n.58 The high off state current measured for the FET device
from 1n might be due to unintentional doping as observed for
OSCs with very low lying LUMO energy levels. Five months after
device fabrication, the n-channel mobility recorded for 1n
devices under ambient conditions was slightly lower than that
originally recorded under vacuum (0.15 cm2 V1 s1). Ladder
type NDI derivatives were synthesized to improve the n-channel
charge carrier mobility and air stability. Compound 1o, one of
the smallest ladder type NDI derivatives with a LUMO energy
level of 3.79 eV, exhibits an electron mobility of 0.35 cm2 V1 s1
under vacuum and a slightly reduced but stable mobility value of
0.10 cm2 V1 s1 in ambient air.151
In recent years, donor–acceptor (D–A) type NDI derivatives
have received steady attention due to their high n-channel
Table 1 (continued )




(cm2 V1 s1) Ion/off Device structures Ref.
10h C6H13 0.17 (air) 10
4 TGBC; pAg; Al2O3/CYTOP 157
OTMS: octadecyltrimethoxysilane, OTS: octyltrichlorosilane, PFOS: perfluorodecyltriethoxysilane, ODTS: octadecyltrichlorosilane, HMDS: hexam-
ethyldisilazane, TPA: tetradecylphosphonic acid, b-PTS: b-phenyltrichlorosilane, PFBT-perfluorobenzenethiol, PFTP: pentafluorothiophenol,
BGTC: bottom-gate top-contact, BGBC: bottom-gate bottom-contact, TGBC: top-gate bottom-contact.
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thin-film mobility and environmental stability. Zhu and co-workers
were first to develop core-expanded NDI derivatives using new
molecular design strategies,152 i.e. (i) expansion of p-conjugation
to promote intermolecular p–p stacking and/or S  S interactions;
and (ii) incorporation of end-capped electron-withdrawing groups
(like CN) to lower the LUMO energies. The general structure of core
expanded NDI derivatives is shown in Fig. 3. Gao et al. reported a
core-expanded NDI derivative (10a) by fusing 2-(1,3-dithiol-2-
ylidene)malonitrile with a tetrabromo NDI core.152 A solution
processed thin film from 10a affords an electron mobility of
0.51 cm2 V1 s1 under ambient conditions. Further structural
and device optimization led to significant improvement of
the electron transport properties and air stability. The n-type
mobility and current on/off ratio are enhanced to 1.2 cm2 V1 s1
and 107, respectively, with pentafluorobenzenethiol (PFBT)
treatment of the bottom-contact gold electrodes.74 The high
ambient stability of 10a is due to its very low LUMO energy level
of 4.36 eV. The mobility was further increased to 3.5 cm2 V1 s1
by tuning the branching position and the N-alkyl chain length.84
The best n-channel mobility was observed for compound 10b with
chain branching two carbon atoms away from the conjugated
backbone.84 X-ray diffraction revealed that changes in the branching
position modify solid state molecular packing leading to alteration
in the grain size and thin film morphology. Compound 10b shows
efficient packing and large grain size which leads to one of the best
solution processed thin film electron mobilities with air stability.
Laterally extended naphtho[2,3-b:6,7-b0]dithiophenediimide
(NDTI) derivatives show rise in the HOMO level which imparts
ambipolarity. Core functionalization of NDTI derivatives with
electron withdrawing substituents such as chloro (10c), or
5-pyrimidyl (10d) groups, helps maintaining lower HOMO and
LUMO levels and improves structural organization.153 Interestingly,
chloro substitution at the a-positions of NDTI derivatives leads to
favourable molecular packing through intermolecular Cl  OQC
interactions. 10c crystallizes with bricklayer 2D packing due to
additional Cl  OQC interactions. Theoretical calculations corrobo-
rate the increase in orbital overlap between neighbouring molecules
after chlorine substitution. Consequently, for 10c, the n-channel
charge carrier mobility under ambient conditions significantly
improves to 0.73 cm2 V1 s1. The environmental stability of 10c
is evident from the fact that after four months of storage in
air, the charge carrier mobility decreased only marginally to
0.3 cm2 V1 s1. Due to the absence of favourable interactions,
a relatively low electron mobility of 0.025 cm2 V1 s1 is
observed for 10d in open air.
Using a modified synthetic procedure, several NDI derivatives
with asymmetrically expanded cores were synthesized by Chen
et al.154 The best n-channel OTFT mobility of 0.17 cm2 V1 s1
with a current on/off ratio of 106 was measured for compound
10e. Devices fabricated from compounds 10e are more stable
in air than the others due to their lower LUMO energy levels.
Core-expanded NDI derivative 10f with two different N-alkyl
substituents was reported by Hu et al. but it shows similar air
stable n-channel performance.155 The hetero-polycyclic based
NDI derivative 10g with a very low LUMO energy level (4.72 eV)
was developed by Xie et al.156 It exhibits a high n-channel
mobility of 0.96 cm2 V1 s1 under ambient conditions. Relatively
high mobility and excellent environmental stability of the
Fig. 4 Crystal structure of compound 1l in the a- and b-phase in three perpendicular directions (a–f). Schematic representation of the charge transport
direction and the orientation of ribbon shaped micro-crystals from 1l in the a-phase over the OTES modified Si/SiO2 substrate (g). Ambient device
stability in the a- and b-phase (h and i) respectively (adapted from ref. 147 and 149).
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compound 10g under low voltage operation were utilized for
developing an ink-jet printed TFT device which is a step
forward towards using organic materials for printed electro-
nics. p-Conjugation was further increased by linking two NDIs
with a p-bridge to synthesize compound 10h which shows
excellent n-channel transport both in N2 and under ambient
conditions, affording an electron mobility of 0.17 cm2 V1 s1.157
The stability of top-gate OTFT devices was assayed by employing
spin-coating and ink-jet printing techniques using CYTOP and
Al2O3 as dielectric layers.
Like NDI derivatives, small molecules based on PDI have
potential in terms of n-channel charge carrier mobility and
device stability. Perylene diimide, a derivative of rylene dyes,
can be substituted at the imide- and at the lateral bay- and non-
bay positions. The structures and substitution positions of rylene
diimide molecules are shown in Fig. 5 together with chemical
structures of high electron mobility PDI derivatives.
PDI derivative 2a with C8H17 chains at the imide position
shows field effect mobility of 1.7 cm2 V1 s1 under H2 atmo-
sphere (partial pressure of 104 Torr) employing SiO2 as a
dielectric (Table 2).158 Modifying the SiO2 dielectric by surface
coating with polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA) or cyclic olefin
copolymers (COC) improves air stability by reducing the
concentration of trap states and results in open air mobilities
of 0.36 cm2 V1 s1 and 0.67 cm2 V1 s1, respectively.159 Using
gelatin as a dielectric material, the open air OTFT mobility is
enhanced to 0.74 cm2 V1 s1 from 0.22 cm2 V1 s1 under
vacuum.160 This rise in mobility is due to an increase in the
dielectric capacitance under ambient conditions. A field-effect
mobility of about 0.6 cm2 V1 s1 and a large current on/off
ratio of 107 are achieved under vacuum for a thin film transistor
made of N-C13H27 substituted 2b which has a LUMO energy
level of 3.4 eV.72 A slightly higher open air electron mobility
(0.69 cm2 V1 s1) and a high current on/off ratio of 108 are
achieved with 2b, when the gold source–drain electrodes are
modified with a 2 nm layer of thermally evaporated elemental
sulfur.72 A high n-channel charge carrier mobility of 2.1 cm2 V1 s1
under vacuum was reported by Ichikawa et al. for a thin film device
made with compound 2b after improving the thin film morphology
by annealing at 140 1C.161 The mobility completely diminishes when
tested in air because the LUMO level of 2b is too high.
Fluorinated alkyl chains at the N-atoms in PDI molecules
improve air stability by preventing oxygen and moisture from
penetrating into the thin film and reacting with the molecular
backbone. This can be explained by the larger van der Waals
radius of fluorine compared to that of hydrogen which reduces
the available space between the N,N0-chains from B4 Å to B2 Å
in both NDI and PDI derivatives (Fig. 6).58,134 While compounds
2c and 2e with CH2CF3 and CH2C4F9 show moderate n-channel
mobilities of 0.044/0.02 and 0.11/0.09 cm2 V1 s1 under
vacuum/ in air, respectively, compound 2d with partially fluorinated
alkyl chains of intermediate length (CH2C3F7) exhibits the best
n-channel charge carrier mobility of 1.44/1.24 cm2 V1 s1
under vacuum/in air among the three PDI derivatives.162 This
is due to the closest packing combined with the highest planarity
of 2d. Hence, dense molecular packing enhances the charge carrier
mobility in two ways, by influencing the intermolecular orbital
overlap and by preventing the ingress of oxygen and water vapour.
Perfluorinated phenyl ethyl substituted PDI compound 2g
shows higher mobility (0.37 cm2 V1 s1) in open air than non-
fluorinated 2f (0.11 cm2 V1 s1).162,163 However, a single
nanowire made of 2f demonstrates a superior mobility of
1.4 cm2 V1 s1 in air.164 A very high electron mobility of
1.13 cm2 V1 s1 was also reported by Yu et al. for 2f.165
Substitution at the core significantly alters the LUMO level
of PDI derivatives which in turn affects their charge carrier
mobility. Tetrachloro core substituted PDI derivative 2h without
N-substitution has a relatively decent mobility of 0.18 cm2 V1 s1
under ambient conditions.163 After storage in air for 80 days, the
mobility decreases to 0.04 cm2 V1 s1. 2i and 2j with core
Fig. 5 Different substitution positions of a perylene molecule are indicated. The chemical structure and mobility value of high performing PDI molecules
with varied imide and lateral functional groups are shown at the bottom.
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fluorination show lower LUMO levels (2i: 3.88 eV and 2j:
3.93 eV) than 2d (3.85 eV) with the same N-substitution,
but the n-channel mobilities are lower for 2i (0.66/0.61 cm2 V1 s1
under vacuum/in air) and 2j (0.058/0.056 cm2 V1 s1 under
Table 2 Structure and n-channel device parameters for PDI based derivatives
Chemical structures R X Y ELUMO (eV) m (cm
2 V1 s1) Ion/off Device structures Ref.
2a C8H17 H H 1.7 (H2) 10
7 BGTC; Ag; Si/SiO2 158
0.36 (air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; PMMA 159
0.67 (air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; COC 159
0.74 (air) 105 BGTC; Au; Au/gelatin 160
2b C13H27 H H 3.4 0.69 (air) 108 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; S/OTS 72
2.1 (vacuum) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2 161
2c CH2CF3 H H 0.044 (N2) 10
6 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 162
0.02 (air) 107
2d CH2C3F7 H H 3.85 1.44 (N2) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 162
1.24 (air) 106
2e CH2C4F9 H H 3.84 0.11 (vacuum) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 162
0.12 (air) 106
2f H H 4.26 0.11 (air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 163
4.39 1.4 (nanowire, air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 164
2g H H 3.79 0.62 (vacuum) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 162
0.37 (air) 107
2h H Cl Cl 3.9 0.18 (air) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 163
2i CH2C3F7 F H 3.88 0.66 (N2) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 162
0.61 (air) 106
2j CH2C3F7 F F 3.93 0.058 (N2) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 162
0.056 (air) 106




BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 162
2l Cl Cl 4.11 0.38 (N2) 107 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 162
0.27 (air)
2m C8H17 Cl Cl 0.8 (air) 10
5 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 167
2n CH2C7F15 Cl Cl 1.43 (air) 10
7 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 167
2o CN H 4.33 0.86 (air) 107 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 168
2p CH2C3F7 CN H 4.3 6 (sc, vacuum) 104 BGBC; Au; Si/SiO2/PMMA 170
3 (sc, air) 104
Vacuum gap 17310.8 (vacuum) (230 K)
5.1 (vacuum) (290 K)
2q 4.23 0.91 (vacuum) 108 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 175
0.82 (air) 107
R1 R2
2r CH2C3F7 3.8 1.2 (sc, air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2/PS 66
2s C12H25 4.65 (sc, air) BGTC; Ag; Si/SiO2; OTS 176
2t C18H37 4.3 0.7 (air) 107 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTMS 177
2u 4.2 0.44 (air) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 178
MA: polymethylmethacrylate, COC: cyclic olefin copolymer.
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vacuum/in air) than for 2d.162 2d has a slip-stacked face-to-face
molecular packing with high coplanarity, while 2i is planar but
crystallizes with a herringbone arrangement. 2j is completely
distorted due to fluorine–fluorine repulsion resulting in poor
p-conjugation and consequently poor charge carrier mobility.
A DFT investigation of PDI based systems with R = alkyl or
fluoroalkyl, and with halogens at the bay positions reproduced
the experimental findings.166 The electron mobility of compound 2i
calculated using Marcus theory is the highest, 0.514 cm2 V1 s1.
This value closely agrees with the experimental one of
0.66 cm2 V1 s1 (Table 2). Introducing four fluorine atoms
(compound 2j) increases the EA but leads to a twisted structure
which is detrimental for charge transport. In addition to improving
the stability of the anions, electron-withdrawing substituents at the
appropriate positions enhance electronic coupling which leads to
an increase in mobility despite increasing l. With their strong
UV-visible absorptions166 these materials might be excellent
replacements for fullerenes in solar cells.
With the perfluorinated phenyl (C6F5) groups at the amide
position in compound 2k instead of the partially perfluorinated
alkyl chains (CH2C3F7), the mobility values (0.85/0.51 cm
2 V1 s1
in N2/air) do not change much.
162 In contrast to 2j where
tetrafluoro substitution decreases electron mobility, 2l, a tetra-
chloro substituted PDI derivative shows enhanced n-channel
transport. This can be explained by the presence of perfluorinated
phenyl (C6F5) groups at the N-atoms that improve molecular
packing in the thin film as confirmed from single crystal structure
determination.162
Liu et al. compared the single crystal OFET characteristics of
two tetrachlorinated PDI derivatives (2m and 2n) with non-
fluorinated and fluorinated N-alkyl substituents.167 Introduction
of fluorinated alkyl chains almost doubles the open air electron
mobility to 1.43 cm2 V1 s1 for compound 2n concomitantly
increasing the current on/off ratio. In agreement with Katz
et al.,134 they speculated that fluorinated alkyl chains induce
compact crystal packing which hinders the penetration of oxygen
and moisture. Like halogen substitution, core cyanation of PDI
derivatives can be used to create air stable n-channel OSCs. 2o
containing cyclohexyl substituents exhibits very low LUMO levels
of 4.33 eV, which transpires into highly stable ambient air
mobilities of 0.86 cm2 V1 s1 with a very high current on/off
ratio of 107.168 The open air device stability of 2o is directly related
to the active layer thickness. PDI derivative 2p with fluroalkyl
chains represents one of the best air-stable n-channel OSCs
developed to date.58,70,169–173 A low LUMO energy level of
4.3 eV and dense molecular packing improve the stability
and render an open air OTFT mobility of 1.3 cm2 V1 s1.171
Very high charge carrier mobilities of 6 and 3 cm2 V1 s1
under vacuum and in open air, respectively, were achieved
using a single crystal OFET device of 2p.170 In a vacuum-gap
single-crystal OFET, an excellent mobility of 5.1 cm2 V1 s1
was measured with 2p at T = 290 K.173 This value increases to
10.8 cm2 V1 s1 at T = 230 K, indicating band-like electron
transport. This was the first time that band-like transport was
observed for an n-channel OFET. The charge transport properties
of several core-cyanated PDI derivatives including 2p were
studied by Weitz et al. to analyze the effect of different fluorinated
N-substituents on the air stability of OFET devices.172 Compound
2p was observed to have the highest n-channel charge carrier
mobility among molecules with different linear or cyclic fluori-
nated substituents.
The effect of cyano substituents at the bay positions was
compared to that of fluorine and fluorinated alkyl chains using
a tunneling enabled hopping model. The molecular parameters
were calculated using DFT and transport was modelled by
kinetic Monte Carlo simulations.174 Cyano groups were found
to reduce l by enhancing the delocalization of the electrons and
by inducing p-stacking favourable for electron transport.174 The
calculated electron mobility of 16.96 cm2 V1 s1 for 2p (Table 2)
overestimates the experimental value of 10.8 cm2 V1 s1.173
Overestimation of the observed values is actually expected as
calculations are done on idealized systems. The charge carrier
mobility decreases with increasing temperature, although l is
much larger than the electron coupling. This phenomenon was
attributed to tunneling enabled hopping of a localized charge that
is strongly coupled with a high frequency vibrational mode.174
In comparison with 2l, an octachloroperylene diimide derivative
2q was synthesized by Wurthner and co-workers.175 The vacuum
deposited bottom-gate top-contact FET devices show comparable
performances under vacuum (0.91 cm2 V1 s1) and in air
(0.82 cm2 V1 s1) with very large current on/off ratios of 107–108.
The much improved stability of 2q is indicated by the retention
of the electron mobility (0.6 cm2 V1 s1) even after 20 months
under ambient air. Dense molecular packing and a low lying
LUMO level (4.23 eV) provide kinetic and thermodynamic
stability for the molecular anions against oxidation. Recently,
another high performing asymmetrically N-substituted PDI
derivative 2r was reported by Mondal et al.66 Single crystals
from 2r grown on a polystyrene (PS) modified Si/SiO2 substrate
afford an impressive n-channel mobility of 1.2 cm2 V1 s1
and a current on/off ratio of 105 in air. For compound 2r,
the mobility varies with the variation of the dielectric used for
device fabrication. The reduction in the number of surface
traps due to the hydrophobic PS coating is believed to be
responsible for achieving the high electron mobility under
ambient conditions.
Fig. 6 Close molecular packing in the fluorinated PDI derivative as
obtained from the space-filling model using the reported crystal structure
(adapted from ref. 58).
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In a new design strategy, high electron affinity and improved
device stability were attained by increasing p-conjugation and
functionalizing the PDI core with electron withdrawing groups.
The fused bis-PDI derivatives, 2s and 2t with different alkyl
chains, show air stable n-channel charge transport due to their
low LUMO energy levels.176,177 Single crystal devices from 2s
exhibit a high n-channel mobility of 4.65 cm2 V1 s1 under
ambient conditions using Ag as source-drain electrodes to align
the work function of the metal electrodes with the LUMO of the
OSC at 4.22 eV.176 No serious degradation was observed when
keeping the devices in air for one and half months. Similarly, 2t
with an identical p-conjugated backbone, but different solubilizing
alkyl groups, shows an open air electron mobility as high as
0.7 cm2 V1 s1 with an excellent on/off ratio of the order
107.177 As compared to 2s and 2t, Xiao et al. established that 2u
with a greater laterally p-extended motif is more planar and
consequently has improved open air electron mobility.178
Along with NDI and PDI derivatives, a few other aromatic
diimide based OSCs were also found to exhibit n-channel
characteristics. Among several N-substituted pyromellitic diimides
(PyDI), the smallest rylene diimide, 3a with fluoroalkyl side chains
and a LUMO energy of 3.9 eV, shows a decent electron mobility
of 0.079 cm2 V1 s1 under vacuum, but the mobility decreases
when the devices are exposed to air.179 After 15 minutes of air
exposure the mobility drops to 0.056 cm2 V1 s1. Enhancement of
the electron mobility upon replacing oxygen with sulfur was found
in the PyDI derivative.180 Under ambient conditions, the thionated
PyDI derivative 30a shows an impressive electron mobility and a
current on/off ratio of 0.62 cm2 V1 s1 and 105, respectively. The
incorporation of sulfur stabilizes the LUMO, increases electronic
coupling and reduces l of diimide compounds resulting in
improvement in open air n-channel mobility. To lower the LUMO
level, cyano groups were introduced into the molecular backbone
of anthracene and pentacene based diimide derivatives achieving
ambient stability of the n-channel charge transport. The dicyano-
anthracene diimide based derivatives 3b and 3c with alkyl and
fluoroalkyl chains show an air stable electron mobility of 0.03/0.02
and 0.06/0.04 cm2 V1 s1 under vacuum/in air, respectively.181,182
Like dicyanoanthracene diimide, a quite stable electron mobility
of 0.08/0.07 cm2 V1 s1 under vacuum/in air was achieved with the
pentacene derivative 3d which has a low LUMO level of4.15 eV.183
Tetracyano substituted coronene diimide (3e) is stable under
ambient conditions due to its very low LUMO energy (4.22 eV)
and exhibits an open air n-channel thin film mobility of
0.16 cm2 V1 s1.184 Wu and co-workers reported large
p-conjugated dicyano substituted ovalene diimide 3f, exhibiting
unipolar transport with n-channel mobility of 1.0 cm2 V1 s1 in
a nitrogen atmosphere.185 Under ambient conditions due to
oxygen doping, the mobility decreases to 0.051 cm2 V1 s1 with
the appearance of ambipolar characteristics. Bowl-shaped single
crystals of cyano substituted corannulene imides 3g and 3h with
linear and branched N-alkyl chains exhibit air-stable electron
transport in bottom-gate top-contact FET devices with mobilities of
0.07 and 0.04 cm2 V1 s1, respectively.186 Although the LUMOs
of 3g and 3h lie relatively high at 3.63 eV, ambient stability is
provided by short intermolecular distances and dense packing
of molecules. Chemical structures and OFET performance
parameters for non-NDI and PDI derivatives are summarized
in Table 3.
Coronene and the effect of halogenation on 1-dimensional
electron and hole transport were studied using Marcus theory.
Coronenes assemble in p-stacks with short intermolecular distances
of 3.0–3.3 Å and dimer binding energies of 20–30 kcal mol1.
Fluorination was found to increase the reorganization energies
and to decrease the mobility slightly.124 Diimide substitution187
(compound 3e) increases the EAs and bathochromically shifts the
low energy absorption. The reorganization energies of electrons (l)
and holes (l+) increase with diimide substitution. In all cases l is
greater than l+. With the exception of the tetradiimide, charge
transfer integrals are larger for holes than for electrons and the
electron mobilities were found to be 15 times smaller than the hole
mobilities.187 However, some charge transfer integrals for holes
are larger than the reorganization energies, which means that
hole transport is overestimated by using Marcus theory in these
systems.43
4.2 Cyano and/or keto derivatives
Functionalization with cyano or keto groups is a powerful
means to lower the LUMO energy level of p-conjugated OSCs.
Fig. 7 shows various cyano or keto derivatives with very high
electron mobilities. In 1994, very weak n-channel activity of the
order of 105 cm2 V1 s1 was observed for the first time for a
cyano based compound, 7,7,8,8-tetracyanoquinodimethane
(TCNQ).188 Subsequently, Uemura et al. fabricated an air-stable
single crystal FET device from TCNQ (4a) with a high electron
mobility of 0.5 cm2 V1 s1 (Table 4).189
Recently, the difluorinated TCNQ derivative 4b has demon-
strated an unprecedented electron mobility of 25 cm2 V1 s1 at
150 K in a vacuum-gap single crystal FET device.190 The room
temperature mobility ranges from 6–7 cm2 V1 s1 and the
mobility increases upon lowering the temperature. The band-
like charge transport observed for 4b at low temperature is
believed to arise from a unique unit cell structure with face-to-
face molecular packing. This results in 3D electronic coupling
and enhanced charge delocalization as reflected in the large
conduction band width. TCNQ (4a) and its tetrafluorinated
derivative do not exhibit the same extraordinary behaviour
due to dynamical disorder. TCNQ forms the basic structural
unit of cyano terminated quinoidal derivatives foreshowing great
promise of a new class of n-channel OSCs. In recent years, a great
number of air stable n-channel OFETs was devised containing
OSCs with cyanovinyl units. Compound 4c, a quinoidal thieno
derivative, end-capped with dicyanomethylene groups shows a
mobility of 0.16 cm2 V1 s1 in ambient air.191 Takimiya and his
group introduced terminal (alkyloxycarbonyl)cyanomethylene
substituents in a series of quinoidal thiophene derivatives to
lower the LUMO energies and to enhance the solubility.192 The
effect of increasing p-conjugation on the charge carrier mobility
in dicyanomethylene systems is reflected in compound 4d.193 It
exhibits an open air electron mobility of 0.57 cm2 V1 s1.
Two dimensional p-expanded quinoidal oligothiophenes with
proximal (4e) and distal (4f) regio-chemistry, terminated with
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dicyanomethylene, show efficient n-channel ambient mobilities
with a high current on/off ratio on the order of 106.194 Different
orientations of the thiophene rings in 4e and 4f result in
morphology changes. As a result 4e shows an excellent mobility
of 3.0 cm2 V1 s1 while its regio-isomer 4f has a lower mobility
of 0.44 cm2 V1 s1. Investigation of the effect of the nature of
the alkyl chain on the charge carrier mobilities of 4e and 4g
revealed that the branched alkyl chains in 4g lead to one order
of magnitude higher charge carrier mobility than linear alkyl
chains.195 The higher mobility can be attributed to improved
molecular packing. Single crystal data show that compound 4g
has cofacial solid state packing, whereas molecules with a
similar p-backbone but with linear alkyl chains pack in a
herringbone fashion. Molecule 4g shows one of the best open
air electron mobilities of 5.2 cm2 V1 s1. An excellent mobility
of 0.9 cm2 V1 s1 was achieved with a drop-cast film prepared
from the quinoid dicyanomethylene-substituted fused tetra-
thieno derivative 4h in ambient air.196 Li et al. reported a mobility
Table 3 Structure and n-channel device parameters for non-NDI and non-PDI derivatives
Chemical structures R ELUMO (eV) m (cm
2 V1 s1) Ion/off Device structures Ref.




BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 179
30a CH2C3F7 4.18 0.62 (air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; ODTS 180
3b C8H17 4.07 0.03 (vacuum) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; HMDS 181
0.02 (air) 107
3c CH2C3F7 4.1 0.06 (vacuum) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; HMDS 182
0.04 (air) 104
3d 4.15 0.08 (vacuum) 107 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 183
0.07 (air) 106
3e 4.22 0.16 (air) 104 TGBC; Au; Si/SiO2/CYTOP 184
3f 3.9 1.0 (N2) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTMS 185
0.51 (air) 104
3g C6H13 3.62 0.07 (air) 104 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2/PS 186
3h 3.63 0.04 (air) 103 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2/PS 186
PS: polystyrene.
Fig. 7 High performance cyano and keto based n-channel organic semiconductors.
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Table 4 Structure and n-channel device parameters for cyano and keto derivatives
Chemical structures R ELUMO (eV) m (cm
2 V1 s1) Ion/off Device structures Ref.
4a 4.5 0.5 (sc, air) 102 BGBC; Au; Si/SiO2 189
4b 4.5 25 (vacuum, 150 K) 190
4c C6H13 4.2 0.16 (air) 104 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 191
4d 4.39 0.57 (air) BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 193
4e 4.2 3.0 (air) 106 BGBC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 194
4f 4.2 0.44 (air) 103 BGBC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 194
4g 4.44 5.2 (air) 106 BGBC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 195
4h 4.3 0.9 (air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 196
4i 4.33 0.22 (air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 197
4j 4.2 0.55 (air) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 198
4k C16H33 4.5 0.5 (air) 104 TGBC; Au; Al/CYTOP 199
4l 4.5 0.72 (air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 200
4m 4.61 0.22 (air) 107 BGBC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 201
R1 R2
4n C6H13 3.6 0.16 (air) 104 TGBC; Ag; Al/CYTOP 202
4o 4.35 1.9 (air) 104 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 203
4p C12H25 4.32 0.16 (air) 108 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 55
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of 0.22 cm2 V1 s1 for quinoid dicyanomethylene-substituted
2,5-di(thiophene-2yl)thieno-[3,2-b]thieno derivative 4i with a current
on/off ratio of 104 measured in air.197 Recently, Wang et al. reported
quinoidal dicyanomethylene containing diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)
derivatives with different N-alkyl substituents that exhibit unipolar
electron transport characteristics.198 Air-stable electron mobility up
to 0.55 cm2 V1 s1 with a current on/off ratio of 106 was observed
for 4j in both vapour deposited and solution processed thin films.
Heeney and coworkers reported small molecule/polymer [poly(a-
methyl styrene)] (PaMS) blended n-channel OTFTs made using
compound 4k, which has the same p-backbone as 4j but
different side chains.199 It is believed that the very low LUMO
energy level of 4.5 eV is responsible for the excellent stability
of the top-gate bottom-contact device under ambient conditions
with a high electron mobility of 0.5 cm2 V1 s1. Current on/off
ratios are low, however, with values of 102 to 103. In a separate
study, the branching position of the alkyl group was varied in a
series of cyanovinyl substituted DPP derivatives and their electrical
properties were determined.200 The highest mobility in a bottom-
gate top-contact FET device of 0.72 cm2 V1 s1 was recorded for a
thin film of 4l on an OTS treated substrate after annealing at
150 1C. All compounds exhibit very low LUMO level energies of
4.5 eV. Recently, Wang et al. synthesized quinoidal DPP
derivatives, terminated with dicyanomethylenethienothiophene
and different alkyl side chains.201 Among them, 4m with
2-hexyldecyl side chains has an exceptionally low LUMO level of
B4.6 eV and an ambient stable electron mobility of 0.22 cm2 V1 s1
with a very high current on/off ratio of 107. A DPP based oligomer
like small molecule 4n with ambient stable (RH B 20–40%) electron
transporting properties shows the best n-channel mobility of
0.16 cm2 V1 s1 after solvent and thermal annealing of the thin
film devices.202 Even after four weeks of air exposure, the steady
performances were retained.
Tricyanovinyldihydrofuran (TCF) based compound 4o with
a terminal cyanovinyl substituent shows excellent n-channel
performance under ambient conditions.203 With a LUMO level
at 4.35 eV, the devices fabricated from the self-assembled
microstructure of 4o exhibit an air-stable n-type mobility of
1.9 cm2 V1 s1. Compound 4p with the non-quinoidal acceptor
indenofluorenebis(dicyanomethylene) (IFDMT) shows an efficient
n-channel mobility of 0.16 cm2 V1 s1 and a current on/off ratio
of 108 in air due to its low lying LUMO energy level of 4.32 eV.55
The mobility and current on/off ratio remain unaltered after
five months under ambient conditions. Usta and co-workers
have varied the position of two terminal alkyl chains in compound
4p from b- to a,o positions to develop a new air stable molecular
semiconductor 4q which shows liquid crystalline (LC) properties.204
But, interestingly, at higher temperature the charge transport
characteristics diminish as compared to those of devices annealed
at 50 1C. This might be due to poorer thin film microstructure at the
semiconductor/dielectric interface while cooling from the LC phase
for the annealed samples. The best mobility of 0.11 cm2 V1 s1 and
a very high on/off ratio of 108 for low heat-treated devices demon-
strate the applicability of this new molecule for fabricating
air-stable room-temperature processed n-channel thin film
transistors on plastic substrates. Lately, an effective molecular
design was developed to achieve ambient n-channel semiconducting
performances of an OSC by adding cyano and triisopropylsilylethynyl
(TIPS) groups to triphenodioxazine (TPDO) cores.205 Compound 4r
based on cyano and TIPS substituted TPDO is stable in open air with
an electron mobility and a current on/off ratio of 0.1 cm2 V1 s1
and 1.3  106 respectively.205 After 30 days of storage in air,
Table 4 (continued )
Chemical structures R ELUMO (eV) m (cm
2 V1 s1) Ion/off Device structures Ref.
4q 4.19 0.11 (air) 108 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; styrene 204
4r 4.14 0.1 (air) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 205
4s 4.04 0.16 (air) 106 TGBC; Au; Ag/CYTOP 206
4t 4.44 12.6 (air) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2/CYTOP 208
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the mobility and current on/off ratio decrease minimally to
values of 0.08 cm2 V1 s1 and 4  105. A new n-channel air-
stable small molecule OSC 4s was reported by Li and co-workers
exhibiting a mobility of 0.16 cm2 V1 s1 under ambient
conditions in a top-gate bottom-contact device.206 Uniform thin
films of compound 4s are highly crystalline with a layer by layer
lamellar crystal structure and interlayer distances of 1.71 nm as
determined using X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis. Electron
mobility is enhanced significantly when electron withdrawing
cyano groups are incorporated.
Pei and coworkers recently developed high performance
benzodifurandione based oligo(p-phenylenevinylene) (BDOPV)
semiconductors, derivatives of oligo(p-phenylenevinylene) (OPV),
which show exceptionally high, ambient stable n-channel charge
carrier mobilities.207 Pei et al. studied the effect of fluorine
substitution on the molecular packing and charge transport
parameters of different BDOPV based single crystals.208 Variation
in molecular packing with changes in the number and position of
fluorine atoms in the BDOPV unit leads to significant alteration
in n-channel charge carrier mobilities. Fluorinated and non-
fluorinated BDOPV based compounds exhibit very high n-channel
mobilities 41 cm2 V1 s1 in air. Environmental stability studies
during which the compounds were exposed to ambient conditions
for over a month confirm their superior stability. It is remarkable
that all systems show very high mobility in air, irrespective of their
solid state packing. One of the best electron mobilities under
ambient conditions observed so far is that of tetrafluoro substituted
BDOPV (F4BDOPV), 4t (Fig. 8), of 12.6 cm
2 V1 s1 with a current
on/off ratio of 106. Antiparallel cofacially stacked 4t has four
times the electron mobility of its non-fluorinated analog that
stacks in a herringbone fashion. After a month in air, the mobility
in single crystal devices is reduced by 20%. Thin film devices have
better environmental stability as performances degrade by only
10% during storage in air for over seven months. A low LUMO
level (4.44 eV) and dense molecular packing are presumed to be
responsible for the excellent air stability.
The above literature review reflects the enormous importance
of cyano substitution for the electron conductivity of quinoid
molecules. Effects of cyano substitution are however complex and
have an interesting history. The first calculations that explored
the effect of cyano substitution on conjugated systems were done
using Hückel theory on polyacetylene.209 Excellent electronic
properties for planar percyanopolyacetylene were predicted but
could not be verified experimentally.210 Although percyano-
polyenes with ten repeat units turned out to be more oxidizing
than chlorine and reduced forms are environmentally stable,
they are strongly non-planar which is detrimental for the
conductivity.210 In heterocyclic p-systems deviation from planarity
is less of a problem and cyano groups can be used to switch
p-channel materials to n-channel materials.
Although CN is considered to be strongly electron withdrawing,
it actually does not attract electrons in the neutral ground
state.211,212 The high electron affinity of CN substituted systems
is the result of p-accepting rather than inductive effects. CN has
a low lying unoccupied p*-orbital which conjugates with the
p-system of OSCs, polarizing the LUMO toward itself. As a result
the LUMOs of cyano-substituted compounds, which only
become occupied in the first excited state or after reduction,
tend to be localized on the cyano substituted acceptor in aromatic
systems. The localization of the LUMOs is reflected in decreased
energy level splitting and reduced oscillator strengths of the first
excited states, and is, of course, detrimental to intra molecular
n-channel mobility. It also affects intermolecular hopping because
of smaller coupling between systems with localized orbitals. As a
result of the localization effect of CN described above, many cyano-
substituted polymers are stable in the reduced form but have very
flat conduction bands.212–214 Theory predicts therefore limited
intramolecular electron transport in these materials.213,214 Because
the valence band is delocalized, intramolecular hole transport is
comparable to that of unsubstituted systems.
The effect of localization is confirmed when aromatic quaterthio-
phenes end-capped with dicyano and tricyanovinylene groups are
compared with quinoid systems end-capped with dicyanomethylene
without a vinyl spacer. Despite short p-stacking distances, electron
transport was found to be poor in aromatic species. This was
rationalized with spatial separation of tricyanovinylene end groups
resulting in limited electron hopping transport.215 Unexpectedly
poor conductivities in aromatic dicyano-vinyl substituted oligothio-
phenes that were observed despite favourable crystal structures,
short stacking distances, and high EA were attributed to local dipole
moments that lead to energetic disorder.96,97 Theoretical analysis,
however, suggests that localization of the LUMO contributes to the
poor electron transport properties. As end-capping with dicyano-
methylene groups without the vinyl groups switches the structures
from aromatic to quinoid (Table 4), the order of HOMO and LUMO
Fig. 8 The diagram for the single crystal FET device (a) and the corres-
ponding transfer curves (b) for compound 4t. Histogram for device
performances for 22 devices (c) and the aerial stability of the FET device
for a period of one month (d). (e) The transfer integral value in the p–p
stacking direction (a-axis) (adapted from ref. 208).
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orbitals is reversed with the consequence that now the HOMO tends
to be localized and the LUMO is delocalized. Consequently, charge
transfer integrals for electrons are larger than for holes and electron
exceeds hole mobility,216 while aromatic cyano-vinyl end-capped
thiophenes are hole conductors.217 Hence, the quinoid nature of the
small molecules (Table 4) is crucial for avoiding the detrimental
localization effects otherwise observed with cyano groups.
The tendency of CN-groups to localize electrons explains
experimental observations on IFDMT (compound 4p in Table 4)
which shows an excellent mobility of 0.16 cm2 V1 s1, but
much lower values as the repeat unit in polymers.55,218,219
Vapour deposited devices are better electron conductors than
solution processed ones as the electron mobility decreases
more than the hole mobility with disorder, indicating that
electron transport is mainly inter- rather than intramolecular.
Monomer crystals have high reduction potentials and can be
used as electron transport materials in OFETs under ambient
conditions. Excellent electron mobility (1.370 cm2 V1 s1) was




In contrast to cyano groups, halogen atoms are electron with-
drawing by inductive effects and act as p-donors due to their
lone pairs. The p-donating effects increase delocalization in the
conduction band which is reflected in large band widths.221–223
The idea to replace hydrogen with fluorine in conjugated
systems is old.224–226 Semi-empirical calculations predict that
perfluorinated polyacetylene would be more stable than its non-
fluorinated form, having a smaller band gap, higher electron
mobility and better crystallinity because of the polarity of the C–F
bonds.224 DFT predicts that both IE and EA increase but that
there is little change of the optical spectrum.221 The problem with
substituting the hydrogen in polyacetylene is that the larger and
negatively charged fluorine substituents induce non-planarity.221,222
Experimental work showed that perfluoropolyacetylene has
increased sensitivity towards oxygen, water and light227 as opposed
to the expected stabilization. Fluorinated polypyrrole,228 thiophene
oligomers,229 p-phenylene oligomers,230 pentacene (5a),231 and
other heterocyclic oligomers and polymers232–237 were synthesized
and theoretical predictions of the increased stability of the
n-doped state and switching from hole to electron conductivity
were confirmed. In addition, fluorination has the additional
benefit of promoting the air-stability of n-channel OSCs
through the formation of a kinetic barrier against oxygen and
moisture. The effect of fluorine on imparting electron mobility
was reported by Sakamoto et al. for perfluorinated pentacene
derivative 5a (Table 5).238 Pentacene shows predominantly hole
mobility (me: 0.020 cm
2 V1 s1; mh: 5.0 cm
2 V1 s1) while
perfluoropentacene 5a exhibits n-channel characteristics with
an electron mobility of 0.11 cm2 V1 s1 under vacuum. Marcus
theory calculations predict that fluorinated pentacenes have
almost twice the electron mobility of cyano-substituted ones
despite the higher EA of the latter.98 This can be explained by
delocalization of the LUMOs with fluorine. On the down side it
was found theoretically and experimentally that fluorination
tends to increase l,231,236,239 especially for electron transport.
This is believed to be caused by the spread of the LUMO
electron density over the fluorine atoms.236 A 2.5-fold increase
of l in perfluoropentacene compared to pentacene was shown
using Marcus theory to reduce the hole mobility by a factor of 7.239
The effect of fluorine substitution can also depend strongly on the
position of the substitution.240 A detailed analysis of substituent
effects can be achieved by decomposing l into contributions
from internal coordinates. It was demonstrated that chlorine
can be used to reduce l when placed at appropriate positions of
indolo[3,2-b]carbazole derivatives.241
Theoretical investigation of trifluoromethylation of acenes
indicates that IE and EA can be influenced more than with
direct backbone substitution.242 This can be attributed to the
higher number of fluorine atoms introduced but also to the lack
of p-back-donation which increases orbital energies. The HOMO–
LUMO gap decreases but similar to backbone substitution,
l increases. The latter effect gets smaller with increasing
p-conjugation.242 Perfluoroalkyl side chains lower the HOMO
and LUMO energies by about 0.4 eV243 which is significant as a
Schottky barrier model predicts a 105-fold increase in the carrier
injection rate when the injection barrier is lowered by 0.27 eV.243
Yu and co-workers reported two air stable isomers of tri-
fluoromethyltriphenodioxazine 5b and 5c.244 Both are n-channel
materials with mobilities of 0.07 and 0.03 cm2 V1 s1, respectively.
No significant decrease in the mobility was observed even after
storage in air for one month. A high electron mobility of
1.83 cm2 V1 s1 was observed for trifluoromethyl substituted
thiazole compound 5d on an OTS treated substrate under
vacuum.245 Ambient stability was not observed due to its small
electron affinity. To enhance the electron affinity, different
electron withdrawing spacers were incorporated between the
two thiazole moieties of 5d and charge transport properties were
determined. The air stable n-channel OSC 5e was developed by
inserting benzo[1,2-b:4,5-b0]-dithiophene-4,8-dione into the
molecular structure.246 This derivative has a low lying LUMO
level of 4.1 eV, leading to mobilities of 0.15 cm2 V1 s1 under
vacuum and 0.12 cm2 V1 s1 in air. Bithiazole appended trifluoro-
acetyl substituted 5f is unstable under ambient conditions with
weak n-channel charge transport on the order of 103cm2 V1 s1.247
When a carbonyl group is used to bridge the two thiazole moieties as
in compound 5g, the LUMO energy level stabilized significantly from
3.17 to3.64 eV.247 Introducing nitrogen into thiophene rings and
employing carbonyl bridges increases EAs and therefore the stability
of the n-doped state. The gain in electron affinity improves the
n-channel charge carrier mobility of 5g. In bottom-gate bottom-
contact device geometry, the observed mobilities for 5g are
0.03/0.014 cm2 V1 s1 under vacuum/in air. It was observed
that the mobility was not reduced after exposing the devices to
air for 24 h, however, one year of exposure to an ambient
environment decreases both the mobility and current on/off
ratio of the device by three orders of magnitude. Although the
electron mobility and current on/off ratio are partially regained
under vacuum, there is a permanent increase in threshold voltage
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Table 5 Structure and n-channel device parameters for halogen based molecules
Chemical structures ELUMO (eV) m (cm
2 V1 s1) Ion/off Device structures Ref.
5a 0.11 (vacuum) 102 BGBC; Au; Si/SiO2 210
5b 0.07 (air) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 244
5c 0.03 (air) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 244
5d 3.67 1.83 (vacuum) 104 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 245




BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; HMDS 246
5f 3.17 0.002 (vacuum) 104 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; ODTS 247




BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; ODTS 247




BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; PS 248




BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; ODTS 249




BGBC; Au; Si/SiO2; ODTS 250




BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; HMDS 251




BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; HMDS 252
5m 4.04 0.61 (vacuum)
B0.61 (air)
106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; PVP 253
5n 4.04 0.17 (vacuum)
B0.1 (air after 1 yr)
106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2 254
5o 3.94 2.14 (vacuum)
0.2 (air after 1 day)
106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 255
5p 4.19 B0.01 (vacuum and air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; HMDS 256
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which was attributed to the formation of deep trap states at the
semiconductor–dielectric interface. Despite a comparatively high
LUMO level (3.64 eV), the intrinsic stability of molecular anions
of 5g arises due to the formation of a kinetic barrier against
O2/H2O in the presence of trifluoroacetyl groups and improved
crystallinity of the thin film by incorporating carbonyl groups. For
indenofluorenedione 5h, the electron mobility of 0.16 cm2 V1 s1
under vacuum decreases to 0.09 cm2 V1 s1 after 40 min of air
exposure, but then shows negligible changes over 3 months.248
Compound 5i with the newly designed electronegative unit
of 4,9-dihydro-s-indaceno[1,2-b:5,6-b0]dithiazole-4,9-dione (IDD)
with trifluoromethyl substituents exhibits mobilities of 0.39 and
0.14 cm2 V1 s1 under vacuum and in air, respectively.249 The
open air n-channel performance of a few other IDD derivatives
was studied and compound 5j with fluorinated terminal acyl
groups was observed to have relatively stable electron mobility.250
The electron mobility of 5j measured in air is half of that under
vacuum (me = 0.18 cm
2 V1 s1) but the very high current on/off
ratio of 107 is maintained. The positive effects of fluorine sub-
stitution on solid state packing, LUMO levels, and the kinetic
barrier effect were confirmed. The Marks group developed
the air-stable fluorine substituted phenanthrenequinone based
n-channel OSC 5k which affords mobilities of 0.018/0.015 under
vacuum/in air and retention of a high current on/off ratio of
106.251 Benzobis(thiadiazole) (BBT) is another strong acceptor
which lowers the LUMO levels of OSCs. But air stability is
achieved only when trifluoromethyl groups are introduced in
the BBT derivative 5l.252 Under vacuum, the highest electron
mobility of 0.77 cm2 V1 s1 was achieved in bottom contact
device geometry. In top contact devices, the mobility decreases
over 50 days in air from 0.28 to 0.16 cm2 V1 s1. Mamada et al.
reported a series of BBT derivatives among which 5m has impressive
atmospheric stability.253 The mobility of 0.61 cm2 V1 s1 measured
inside a glove box remains unchanged for one month and
performance reduction by 10% after half a year demonstrates
its excellent ambient stability. A highly ambient stable fluorinated
acrylonitrile derivative 5n was synthesized by Nagamatsu and
co-workers.254 After exposure to air for a day, there was almost
no change in the n-channel performance of an OTFT device. The
mobility degrades by 40% over one year of ambient air storage.
The stability of the devices improves when measured under dry
air conditions. Acrylonitrile derivative 5o was reported by Park
and coworkers.255 Under nitrogen atmosphere, the molecule
exhibits a very high electron mobility of 2.14 cm2 V1 s1 and a
current on/off ratio of 106 in bottom-gate top-contact devices
because of its high planarity, tight molecular stacking, high
crystallinity and optimized energy levels. When tested under
ambient conditions, the mobility reduces from an initial value
of 1.35 cm2 V1 s1 and stabilizes at 0.2 cm2 V1 s1. The air
stability of the device was further improved over a test period of
seven days by depositing a thin layer of NDI derivative 1g which
itself is highly stable under an open atmosphere as mentioned
earlier. Compound 5p which is structurally similar to compound
5g demonstrates excellent ambient stable characteristics indicated
by its unchanged n-channel performance after 20 cycles of
operation in air.256
4.4 Arene and N-heteroarene derivatives
Introduction of nitrogen heteroatoms into conjugated frame-
works increases EAs without introducing electron localization.
EAs increase steadily with the number of N-atoms and it was
predicted that 7–8 N-atoms are needed to increase the EA of
pentacene to produce a stable n-type material.257 Reorganization
energy tends to increase as compared to that of pentacene but
remains small enough, o0.2 eV, for electron transport in
heptaazapentacenes with an EA of 3 eV. The EA can be increased
further with terminal CN groups which additionally decrease l
to 0.132–0.160 eV.257 N-Atoms in the backbone and CN end
groups lead to an extended hydrogen bonding network that
improves the crystalline order. Hence, theoretical analysis predicts
that N-atoms in the p-conjugated backbone switch the charge
transport properties of oligoacenes from the p-channel to the
n-channel.257,258 Oligoazaacenes have permanent dipole moments
that induce switching of packing motifs from herringbone to
p-stacked with short intermolecular stacking distances. Excellent
electron mobilities are predicted using the Marcus theory.102
N-Heteroquinones were shown to form hydrogen bonds and
have the highest charge transfer integrals for hole transport
along the hydrogen bonding network. Electron transport which
is preferred in these materials was determined to be strongest along
p-stacks.259 Good electron mobilities of up to 0.373 cm2 V1 s1
were also predicted theoretically for bisindenoanthrazolines.260
n-Channel charge transport characteristics were demon-
strated with the incorporation of nitrogen into the backbone
of insulating 6,13-pentacenequinone to form 5,7,12,14-tetraaza-
6,13-pentacenequinone (6a) (Table 6).261 An electron mobility of
0.12 cm2 V1 s1 was measured under vacuum for 6a while the
mobility decreases by two orders of magnitude to 0.002 cm2 V1 s1
when tested in air. The instability in air was attributed to the
position of the LUMO energy level. To improve the electron
mobility, TIPS groups were introduced at the 6 and 13 positions
of tetraazapentacene derivatives in analogy with high performance
p-channel 6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl)pentacene (TIPS
pentacene). The positions of the N-atoms were varied from
terminal (6b) to centre (6c) by Liang et al.262,263 This strongly
influences the LUMO energy levels and charge carrier mobilities
in 6b and 6c. The LUMO of 6b lies at 3.68 eV whereas it lowers
to 4.01 eV in 6c. Consequently, the best N2/air mobilities in
single crystal FET devices of 6b and 6c were determined to be
1.1/0.001 and 3.3/0.5 cm2 V1 s1. The relative improvement in
mobility in 6c in ambient air was attributed to its low LUMO
level which lies in the stable electrochemical potential window
for OSCs. Using a cyclohexyl terminated self-assembled monolayer
(SAM) on top of a high-k dielectric (AlOy/TiOx) substrate, higher
n-channel charge carrier mobilities of 5 and 1.44 cm2 V1 s1
were observed for thin film devices of 6c under vacuum and in
air.264 The removal of trapped oxygen and moisture from the
dielectric semiconductor interface due to hydrophobicity of the
SAM is believed to be responsible for improved electron trans-
port in the presence of air. Xu et al. have shown that the
modification of the dielectric results in further improvement
in electron mobility for 6c both under vacuum and in air.265
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Removal of the TiOx layer with a high quality dielectric SiO2 has
doubled the electron mobility to as high as 11.1 and 3.7 cm2 V1 s1
under vacuum and in air, respectively, for those devices where
the active material was deposited using the dip-coating method.
Materials deposited through drop-casting or vacuum deposition
techniques also exhibit very high n-channel mobility. But the
band-like charge transport phenomenon was only observed for
those devices which were fabricated using drop-casting and
dip-coating methods due to the formation of highly aligned
microstructures with minimum structural defects. Whereas the
vacuum deposition of 6c gives rise to mosaic-like microcrystal-
lites having random orientation with a higher number of grain
boundaries and in consequence it displays thermally activated
mobility. Recently, an unprecedented n-channel mobility of
13.3 cm2 V1 s1 was observed with single crystals of 6c at
room temperature under vacuum after removal of the polar
solvent residues.77 Wang et al. synthesized large linearly-fused
N-heteroquinones with eight sp2 hybridized N-atoms in the
backbone with the dual aim of increasing p–p* interactions for
more efficient electron transport, and of lowering the LUMO
level for improved air stability.266 Single crystal FET devices
with 6,10,17,21-tetra-((triisopropylsilyl)-ethynyl)-5,7,9,11,16,18,20,22-
octaazanonacene-8,19-dione (6d) exhibit air stable electron
mobilities of 0.2 cm2 V1 s1 with a low LUMO energy of
4.32 eV. Using graphite as source/drain electrodes, single
crystal FETs from 6e show n-channel characteristics with a very
high mobility of 3.39 cm2 V1 s1 under ambient conditions.267
Substitution of carbon with phosphorus was predicted theoretically
to decrease the LUMO energies and to lead to record low
reorganization energies. Therefore phospaacenes are predicted
to be excellent candidates for n-channel OFETs.268
DFT calculations have shown that nitrogen atoms stabilize
the closed-shell singlet ground state of large acenes269 and allow
tuning of the electronic structure to produce singlet-fission.270
Table 6 Structure and n-channel device parameters for arene and N-heteroarene derivatives
Chemical structures R ELUMO (eV) m (cm
2 V1 s1) Ion/off Device structures Ref.
6a 3.78 0.12 (vacuum) 106 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 261
0.002 (air) 104
6b 3.68 1.1 (vacuum) BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTMS 262
0.001 (air)
6c 4.01 13.3 (sc, N2) 10
6 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; BCB 77
5.0 (vacuum)
1.44 (air)
BGTC; Au; Si/AlOx/TiOy; CPDA 264
11.1 (vacuum)
3.7 (air)
107 BGTC; Au; Si/AlOx/SiO2; CPDA 265
6d 4.32 0.2 (sc, air) 105 BGBC; Ag; Si/SiO2 266
6e 3.79 3.39 (sc, air) 104 TGTC; graphite; Si/SiO2/parylene; ODTS 267
6f 3.63 0.25 (vacuum) 104 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; HMDS 274
0.078 (air)
6g 3.88 0.07 (air) 105 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 275
6h 3.85 0.51 (air) 104 BGTC; Au; Si/SiO2; OTS 275
CPDA: 12-cyclohexyldodecylphosphonic acid.
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However, calculation of the correct ground state of long acenes
is a complicated theoretical problem and the predictions of
biradical ground states of long acenes using DFT might be
artifacts.271,272
Fullerene and its derivatives are well-known n-type materials
and are used extensively as electron acceptors in bulk hetero-
junction solar cells. However, the applicability of most fullerene
derivatives is limited by their high LUMO energies (e.g. 3.7 eV
for PC60BM) which lead to instability of the anions in air. An
exception is PC84BM with a low lying LUMO of around 4.0 eV
and the open air stability of the reduced form.273 In spite of a
LUMO level at 3.6 eV, the perfluoroalkyl-substituted C60
derivative 6f shows n-channel performance with an electron
mobility of 0.078 cm2 V1 s1 in an open air device. This could
be achieved because the dense fluorocarbon chains prevent
oxidants from air penetrating into the channel.274 Indene and
o-xylene mono-substituted C60 derivatives 6g and 6h exhibit an
air stable n-channel mobility of 0.07 and 0.51 cm2 V1 s1,
respectively, which is attributed to their low LUMO energy
(B3.8 eV).275
5. Conclusions
At present, the highest air stable n-channel OFET electron
mobility of 12.6 cm2 V1 s1 was achieved in devices made of
small molecules. As these values are still lower than the hole
mobilities in ultrapure single crystals, further increase can be
expected in the near future.
The highest values are reached with large extended p-systems
such as NDI, PDI, and azaacenes that contain fluorine atoms
or fluorinated alkyl chains. Fluorine seems to be effective in
increasing electron transport as p-back donation from fluorine
substituents to the backbone increases delocalization of the
unoccupied orbitals. Fluorinated side chains increase the EAs
and stabilize the reduced state by increasing the EAs and by
creating a kinetic barrier against water and oxygen penetration.
Cyano substitution leads to high n-channel conductivity mainly
in quinoidal small molecules. Theoretical analysis reveals that
in aromatic molecules with cyano acceptors, electrons tend to
be trapped because of the localization of the LUMO on the
cyano groups. This problem is avoided in quinoid systems as
the HOMO and LUMO are switched and localization occurs only
in the HOMO.
Once materials with promising intrinsic properties are
found, processing techniques play the crucial role. Thin films
have to be produced with optimized growth rates. Slow rates are
not necessarily best as varying rates might allow the filling of
grain boundaries improving the performance. Lamellar packing
and edge-on orientation on the substrate are the most efficient
structural arrangements. Attention has also to be paid to the
reproducibility of device fabrication and not only to locally
maximal mobilities.
Mobilities of over 10 cm2 V1 s1 achieved in some materials
by now are already too high to be predicted by using Marcus
theory because such mobility values cannot be achieved with
transfer integrals that are less than half of the reorganization
energy. Therefore, theoretical studies on high performing
n-type materials will have to employ methods that are suitable
for treating coherent transport.
Considering the recent rapid improvements in the stability
and electron transport properties of recently developed organic
semiconductors, the printed electronics industry will benefit
and soon a growing market for a wide range of appliances is
expected to develop.
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